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ABSTRACT

The implementation of learning strategies that have not been able to make students enthusiastic in participating in learning activities, is due to the lack of application of creative and innovative learning strategies. This study aims to analyze the strategies applied by religious teachers to students, to determine the effectiveness of the strategies involved in cultivating Islamic thought values at Elementary School. This type of research is descriptive research. The subject of this research is to analyze Islamic education strategies. Data collection was carried out by interview, using instruments in the form of interview guides. The data analysis technique in this study uses descriptive qualitative data analysis techniques. The results showed that the strategy of Islamic religious teachers in instilling the values of Islamic thought in students by implementing the K13 curriculum with the talking stick method and snowballing to create effective learning in order to achieve learning objectives by planning making annual programs, semester programs, learning syllabus, lesson plans, and learning evaluation. The implication of this research is to increase students’ interest in learning by inviting students to be enthusiastic about learning, creating student creativity, sharing, and having the courage to convey ideas.

1. Introduction

Islamic religious education is one of the means of cultivating (enculturation) society because Islamic teachings do not only discuss one aspect but include all aspects of life, both worship, shari'ah, mu'amalah and other aspects so that with Islamic religious education the pattern of life and behavior society becomes directed according to the teachings and noble values. Islamic religious education in elementary schools is more emphasized on the practice and habituation of religious activities supported by simple knowledge and understanding of the relevant religious teachings to be applied in everyday life. (Desy, 2015; Nuryana & Sahrir, 2020; Timutiasari et al., 2016).
Teaching and learning success is how to apply a learning strategy, how good the strategy is, then how much is the result. Students are expected to be comfortable and happy in the learning process so that the values of Islamic thought are well manifested (Khafidin, 2014; Khodijah, 2018; Sofyan et al., 2012). If not, the wrong strategy results in negative things, students feel bored, lazy, and bored. Finally, the values of Islamic thought are not accepted and lead to bad behavior and attitudes. Learning strategy is defined as planning which contains activities and designs to achieve educational goals. To achieve a good learning process, a good learning strategy is needed. Because it has a role, the school helps students to live more meaningfully. Observers assess the need to emphasize and instill the values of Islamic thought in elementary school students so that children are expected to be able to protect themselves and avoid disgraceful behavior. Islamic education is not only a cognitive realm but is also practiced in the daily life of children (Purwanti, 2017; Syafri, 2016; Syam, 2019). Children who have a good understanding and knowledge of the values of Islamic thought have been engraved in faith and are expected to have a useful life.

Based on the results of observations made to find out how Islamic education learning strategies in Islamic education learning at Public Elementary School No. 105321, Tumpatan Nibung Village, Batang Kuis District, Deli Serdang Regency. The lack of implementing innovative learning strategies makes students less enthusiastic in participating in learning activities. Teachers of Islamic Religious Education are expected to be able to implement learning strategies in learning that are oriented towards the implementation of daily life. Islamic education teachers are very important to generate good enthusiasm for student learning and instill a complete understanding and knowledge of Islamic values (Mudofir, 2013; Mukaromah, 2018; Oviana, 2017). Therefore, students reflect good morals and worship of knits in everyday life, as well as avoidance behavior.

Elementary school-age, unstable, have a high curiosity about what is seen in the environment where he does what he sees whether it is true or not. To be precise, this age should learn and play. Then move from childhood to early adolescence. Curiosity is high in childhood increases in early adolescence. The process of acquiring an identity requires a transition to mature thinking and developing good social interaction skills. Unstable conditions must receive motivation and guidance, as well as good education and teaching, especially Islamic education (Mukaromah, 2018; Purwanti, 2017; Ramadoni et al., 2016). To instill the values of Islamic thought in students, parents and teachers are required to guide children to things that are useful since elementary school age.

Learning in educational institutions must uphold values and passion with strategies. The teacher’s efforts to establish a comfortable learning climate are imperative. That conducive learning has a strategy to make students excited and easily absorb the lessons. One of the efforts made by Islamic Religious Education teachers is to implement learning strategies to increase enthusiasm and interest in learning. The continuous application of learning strategies raises the enthusiasm and excitement of the students. Therefore, the material of Islamic education is easier for students to understand. The learning strategy itself is a method applied by the teacher to select learning activities to be used in the learning process (Burhanah Farida, 2015; Hartana et al., 2016; Retnowati & Aqiila, 2017).

The learning strategy is to organize the learning context, deliver learning and manage learning activities by using various learning resources by the teacher, such as teaching aids, textbooks, and index cards in carrying out the teaching and learning process in the classroom so that learning runs effectively and efficiently (Adibatin, 2016; Arifin et al., 2018; Musafik, 2014). Learning strategies can be interpreted as a complete approach in the learning system in the form of general guidelines and activity frameworks to achieve general learning objectives which describe systematic procedures to assist student learning efforts, organize learning experiences, manage and plan material to achieve learning objectives (Ramadhanti, 2015; Rizal & Munip, 2017; Sucipto, 2017). So, learning strategies can be collected as a process or way of carrying out learning to support student learning activities that compile, manage, and plan material so that the learning process is effective and efficient to achieve planned and implemented learning objectives.

The learning strategy consists of several types that must be implemented by the teacher, namely: (1) expository learning strategies; (2) inquiry learning strategies; (3) problem-based learning strategies; (4) improving thinking skills learning strategies; (5) cooperative learning strategies; (6) contextual learning strategies; (7) affective learning strategies (Adibatin, 2016; Fatimah & Kartikasari, 2018; Hapsari et al., 2019). This learning strategy can be applied, one of which is in Islamic education.

Islamic education is conscious guidance or leader by the teacher for the physical and spiritual development of students towards the formation of the main personality, namely insan kamil (Mukaromah, 2018; Oviana, 2017; Ramadoni et al., 2016). Islamic education can be interpreted to instill good morals in young people in their infancy and to extinguish them with water instructions and suggestions so that morals come in the ability or penetrate the soul, the result is in the form of virtue and love to work for the
benefit of the country (Desy, 2015; Khaﬁdin, 2014; Khodijah, 2018). Based on this definition, it can be concluded that Islamic education is a system of coaching students’ lives based on the Qur’an and Hadith. Besides, Islamic education enhances mental and moral forms of charity for oneself or others.

The sciences that form the basis of Islamic education include: (1) The Qur’an, which is the word of Allah, was massaged on the Prophet Muhammad in Arabic clearly, to explain a way of life that is beneficial to mankind in this world and the hereafter; (2) sunnah or hadith, which are the Prophet’s behavior and speech exempliﬁed in preaching or preaching Islam and hadith is the main source of education in the implementation of Islamic education which is used as a theoretical and practical reference; (3) Ijtihad, which supports educational media as the main media for developing social life institutions (Khodijah, 2018; Mudloﬁr, 2013; Oviana, 2017).

To get the right information about the learning strategies of Islamic education at Public Elementary School Number 105.321 Tumpatan Nibung, Batang Kuis Village, Deli Serdang District, in the implementation of Islamic thought values, observers hope that it contributes to research ideas to improve Islamic education learning based on learning strategies and life experience. One of the teacher’s efforts to improve learning is to create and manage strategies. A good learning strategy will increase good results. The use of learning strategies will make it easier for teachers to carry out the teaching and learning process. A good and well-executed strategy makes it easier for teachers to achieve planned goals (Burhanah Farida, 2015; Hartana et al., 2016; Purba, 2018). A good learning strategy that is applied continuously is structured and directed to make students happy and enthusiastic in learning so that Islamic education material is well received.

This research is supported by several studies, namely: (1) research conducted by (Maryance, 2016), who obtained the results of the research that learning PAI subjects at the Bina Husada College of Health Sciences in Palembang which prioritized religious sciences and were content-oriented tended to apply a material-centered education model; (2) research conducted by (Akmal & Susanti, 2019), who obtained the research results that the impact of the use of rewards in learning Islamic religious education is inﬂuenced by several factors such as strong teacher and school encouragement in motivating students, as well as teacher consistency; (3) research conducted by (Mudloﬁr, 2013), who obtained the results of research that the character in Islamic education must be actualized in the education system so that virtuous human beings are formed.

The purpose of this study was to determine the Islamic education learning strategies implemented in Islamic education learning at SDN 105321, Tumpatan Nibung Village, Batang Kuis District, Deli Serdang Regency and to determine the extent of the teacher’s efforts to motivate students to be more active and enthusiastic in the learning process.

2. Method

The research was conducted through ﬁeld observations, descriptive qualitative. Procedure research produces descriptive data on those written or spoken speech and observed behaviors. The research conducted is describing situations and phenomena (Akmal & Susanti, 2019; Maryance, 2016; Roqib, 2015). Observing how Islamic education learning strategies are suitable for making qualitative observations. The data collection plan will be explained.

The research was conducted at the State Elementary School No. 105321, Tumpatan Nibung Village, Batang Kuis District, Deli Serdang Regency. This research involved Islamic education teachers at SDN No 105321, Tumpatan Nibung Village, Batang Kuis District, Deli Serdang Regency.

The method of collecting data for analysis is the process of systematically searching and organizing the interview data obtained, ﬁeld notes, and documentation by organizing the data into categories, describing them into units, synthesizing them, arranging them into patterns, selecting what is important and what is important. Learned is, and makes conclusions in order to be understood.

The data analysis method is to interpret the constructed and selected data. So the data analysis used is qualitative data with four stages, namely: (1) data collection; (2) data reduction; (3) presentation of data; (4) veriﬁcation (Khodijah, 2018; Maryance, 2016; Mudloﬁr, 2013).

3. Result and Discussion

The teaching and learning process is carried out by greeting and asking every day how the student is doing. Have the students completed their homework? Then repeat the question of the previous lesson, after that give a brief note about the lesson that will be studied using the method of sorting the letters of the Qur’an. After the teaching and learning process is complete, the teacher provides
reinforcement to the lesson and conveys the important messages of the lesson, then invites students to pray after the class is over.

The applied Islamic education curriculum is KTSP and K13. For classes I, II, IV, and V using the K13 curriculum. Whereas for class III, class VI still uses KTSP. Class I and IV use the K13 curriculum from 2018-2019 and classes II and V use the 2019-2020 curriculum. So, only classes III and VI still use KTSP.

The method of Islamic education often uses the talking stick method and throwing snowballs. The talking stick learning strategy uses the help of a stick. Who holds the stick must answer the teacher’s questions after students have studied the subject matter, while the snowball throwing game explores the leadership potential of students in groups and understands the skills of making and answering questions combined with the imaginative play of forming and throwing snowballs.

The strategy with the talking stick and snowball learning model is to make students more enthusiastic and active to learn and understand the material more easily. Also, the method is appropriate and appropriate to be applied in the learning process in elementary schools. The application of this strategy can be applied to assist teachers in explaining Islamic education material in elementary schools.

Islamic education materials in elementary schools include (1) materials for first grade such as learning the Koran, prayer, and praiseworthy behavior; (2) materials for the second grade, such as studying the Qur’an, compass, praying let’s live in peace; (3) materials for third grade such as convenience with good behavior, learning Al Kautsar Surah, Allah who is all-knowing and all-hearing, Dzikir and Prayer after Prayer, stories of Prophet Ibrahim and Ismail; (4) materials for fourth grades, such as learning Al Fiiil Surah, having faith in the Angel of Allah, behaving properly, praying, the story of Wali Songo (5) material for fifth grades such as knowing the Apostle or Rasul of Allah, living a simple and sincere life, the greatness of Tarawih and Tadarus, Luqman’s exemplary story; (6) materials for fifth grade such as helping each other, receiving Qodo and Qadar, enjoyment of praiseworthy behavior, imitating the Prophets and Ashabul Kahf.

The form of activities in Islamic education learning is to increase willingness by inviting students to be enthusiastic about learning and doing each task happily. To change interest in learning, students have a high willingness and persistence to learn. Students are considered to be invited, guided, and cared for without paying attention to the differences between students and others. When the group assignment was given, all students were very enthusiastic about appearing and came forward to tell and present the results of the group work to all students in the class without feeling ashamed, afraid, and mistrustful.

The learning pattern applied in Islamic education learning is to take advantage of the instructional media, which is used by various types of teachers from available and easy to obtain media. So that students get various information from the media as a learning resource. The learning patterns include question and answer discussions, stories, demonstrations, assignments and recitation, skills training, problem-solving, talking sticks, and throwing snowballs.

The Islamic education preparation program is assumed to be an activity design for a period or year, starting with the creation of an annual program, semester program, learning syllabus, and lesson plans. The time allocation is four hours a week for classes using the K13 curriculum and three hours a week for classes using the KTSP curriculum, each of which takes 35 minutes. Especially the K13 curriculum, four hours a week divided by two meetings a week. Also, it is necessary to carry out learning evaluation activities to determine the level of student understanding of the material given.

The evaluation of Islamic education learning consists of four strategies, namely: (1) learning evaluation planning is prepared and carried out as well as possible by Islamic Religion teachers to obtain results by the wishes of the teacher and to ensure the level of understanding of each student of the lessons being taught; (2) application to obtain appropriate results, the implementation of evaluation includes three types including oral tests, written tests, and essays; (3) assessment after the evaluation is complete, the teacher gives a score to each student to ensure the progress of learning; (4) follow-up is carried out if there are students who have recently understood and understood about evaluation exams to obtain lower scores. So the Islamic Religious Education teacher invited and guided him again, then he did a repeat evaluation until each student got the best score.

The evaluation system performs the continuous evaluation. The evaluation aims to determine the achievement, progress, and success of students through the learning process and to measure the success rate of the learning program. Evaluations can be in the form of oral or written tests, observation sheets, interview guides, homework, etc. Evaluation can be done by the teacher at any time; before, during and after learning activities.

One of the evaluation processes in the 2013 curriculum is class evaluation. So, a continuous evaluation system. Data were collected and analyzed using evaluation procedures and tools according to the indicators to be achieved. The results obtained are compared with previous learning outcomes to measure the progress of each student. Class evaluation is carried out by the teacher to determine the
achievement of student learning outcomes, learning difficulties, and to provide feedback to improve the learning process.

The teacher’s approach to adjusting learning evaluation is scientific. In the 2013 curriculum, it is stated that the learning process uses a scientific approach including attitudes, knowledge, and skills. The evaluation approach includes observing, asking, reasoning, meeting, or communicating and covering up.

The observing activity was made by groups of students, then the teacher played a video about thaharah or ablution, after which asked each group to watch the video. Here the teacher trains students to see, hear and read. Then in the questioning activity, the teacher asks students about the rukun, sunnah, and procedures for ablution, after which the students watch the video. Then in response to the teacher, students have the opportunity to ask questions about ablution or other Islamic material, such as names of prophets, names of angels, pillars of faith, and Islam. The goal is to foster student curiosity. After watching the video, each group was asked and guided to make learning media for ablution using paper according to the group’s creativity. The goal is to provoke and arouse students’ reasoning to be creative according to their abilities.

The next stage, representatives of each group are asked to appear in front of the class to communicate or convey the learning results and conclude in the learning media about ablution to all students. The goal is to create student creativity, share, and dare to convey ideas. In the closing activity, the teacher reflects to measure student achievement and success by giving individual and group assignments. The aim is to ensure student achievement in teaching students that everything ends there is a meeting there is ago and there is a beginning there is an end and to create an impression of hospitality that is both in attitude and fairness.

The learning strategy is to organize the learning context, deliver learning and manage learning activities by using various learning resources by the teacher, such as teaching aids, textbooks, and index cards in carrying out the teaching and learning process in the classroom so that learning runs effectively and efficiently (Adibatin, 2016a; Ariﬁn et al., 2018; Musaﬀak, 2014). Learning strategies can be interpreted as a complete approach in the learning system in the form of general guidelines and activity frameworks to achieve general learning objectives which describe systematic procedures to assist student learning efforts, organize learning experiences, manage and plan material to achieve learning objectives (Ramadhi, 2015; Rizal & Munir, 2017; Sucipto, 2017). So, learning strategies can be collected as a process or way of carrying out learning to support student learning activities that compile, manage, and plan material so that the learning process is effective and efficient to achieve planned and implemented learning objectives.

The learning strategy consists of several types that must be implemented by the teacher, namely: (1) expository learning strategies; (2) inquiry learning strategies; (3) problem-based learning strategies; (4) improving thinking skills learning strategies; (5) cooperative learning strategies; (6) contextual learning strategies; (7) affective learning strategies (Adibatin, 2016b; Fatimah & Kartikasari, 2018; Hapsari et al., 2019). This learning strategy can be applied, one of which is in Islamic education.

Islamic education is conscious guidance or leader by the teacher for the physical and spiritual development of students towards the formation of the main personality, namely human kamil (Mukaromah, 2018; Oviana, 2017; Ramadoni et al., 2016). Islamic education can be interpreted to instill good morals in young people in their infancy and to extinguish them with water instructions and suggestions so that morals come in the ability or penetrate the soul, the result is in the form of virtue and love to work for the benefit of the country (Desy, 2015; Khafidin, 2014; Khodijah, 2018). Based on this definition, it can be concluded that Islamic education is a system of coaching students’ lives based on the Qur’an and Hadith. Also, Islamic education enhances mental and moral forms of charity for oneself or others.

This research is supported by several studies, namely: (1) research conducted by (Maryance, 2016), who obtained the results of the research that learning PAI subjects at the Bina Husada College of Health Sciences in Palembang which prioritized religious sciences and were content-oriented tended to apply a material-centered education model; (2) research conducted by (Akmal & Susanti, 2019), who obtained the research results that the impact of the use of rewards in learning Islamic religious education is influenced by several factors such as strong teacher and school encouragement in motivating students, as well as teacher consistency; (3) research conducted by (Mudloﬁr, 2013), who obtained the results of research that the character in Islamic education must be actualized in the education system so that virtuous human beings are formed.

The implication of this research is to increase students’ interest in learning by inviting students to be enthusiastic about learning, creating student creativity, sharing, and having the courage to convey ideas.
4. Conclusion

Based on the results and discussion, it can be concluded that implementing the K13 curriculum with the talking stick and snowball method is to create effective learning to achieve learning objectives by planning the making of an annual program, semester program, learning syllabus, and lesson plans. Also, evaluation can be carried out to determine weaknesses and strengths in the implementation of learning and can be corrected by finding solutions. Therefore, a learning strategy with continuous evaluation is needed.
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